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Rickshaw Plate Rally by RRF; a force to complete the full length primary Education

It was 28 January, 2016, Rural Reconstruction Foundation arranged an extraordinary Rickshaw Plate Rally at Bahadurpur village that basically a sub-urban area of Jessore district, only 2.5 kilometers away from the downtown. This stunning piece of event is mainly focused on the enrollment in school, dropout retention and completion of full length primary education. The main objective of this program is to create awareness for the community people to be conscious about above mentioned issues. 50 Rickshaw pullers have made the rally driving their rickshaw in a long row, which made a beautiful atmosphere and made some reaction into the community people to be with the rally. The District Education Officer of Jessore district Mr. Md. Nasiruddin, the Assistant Director of Jessore Non-Formal Education dept. Mr. Bazlur Rashid, the Vice Principal of Jessore-Upashar Mahila College Mrs. Dr. Shahzada Pervin, the Principal of Jessore Chander Hat Mr. Tarapada Das, Media worker from electronic and print media, local civil society people, educationist, local leader, elected member and community people have taken part in this Rally.

It’s all about the beauty of RRF School with new Colorful uniform for the teacher

From this year (2016) we planned to provide Teacher Uniform to the all school teachers and already we have given to the Jessore School. 2 new colored uniforms will be given within February 2016. The color of uniform you are watching in the above picture is one of those two colors. The next one will be posted on info within few days.

RRF ICT Department virtuously makes bridge with Government Domain

It was a splendid event of Digital Innovation Fair 2016 been held on 14-16 December 2016 here at DC office premises in Jessore district with a few number of beautiful pieces of demonstrations. In the event Md. Abdus Samad (Divisional Commissioner-Khulna) was present as Chief Guest whereas Dr. Md. Humayun Kabir, Deputy Commissioner Jessore presided the ceremony, alongside, Mr. Parvez Hasan, ADC-Edu & ICT the patrons of ICT moderated the entire event till ending. It’s been few years, all know Jessore been declared the first digital district where the DC administration of Jessore is so keen to keep the ball rolling in terms of digital phenomenon within its services and citizen charters. All the government sectors, NGO & Private sectors have taken part in this stunning arrangement. It was an invention of this digital fair which adds a web portal for all NGOs within Jessore district. People across the country including Jessore district will be able to find the activities of NGOs and be able to collect the necessary information from this web portal. It was an unique event; the district administration has taken the first steps. The Rural Reconstruction Foundation (RRF) IT department has been given the mighty task to develop a web portal for NGOs.

When dreams turned into reality; Students rejoice at result and new book

It was exciting phenomenon that the students of all Barnamala Bidyapith School of RRF have done better than ever in JSC and PSC examination, taking the success of our schools to a new height. Around 30 kids obtained GPA 5 from our school, and this is significant, the first time we got the certificate in our own school name. The trend of success rate make us to be a distinguished school within near future, that could be even better than any other reputed school like Police line or Zilla school. The days are not so far we believe. At the same time, this is our concern that we still got yet off the mark in Blohobazar and Kaliganjghun. Eventually we have been able to keep going within 100% pass rate, no doubt that is very important matter. We are so proud that according to the government declaration, we have been able to distribute new text book to the students in the very first day of the year 2016 in all our schools. Kids rejoiced at result and having new book within two consecutive days. This is yet another stunning intervention we are going to kick off Grade IX from this year that certainly will add more value for our education program. Hope, it will be flourishing window to keep the ball rolling in our BBP point of view whatsoever.

A Government Official team put their foot in RRF

13 Government officials from different department who are taking the government back training under P-60 batch have visited RRF to see the field level activities and RRF office management activity on 10 January 2016 from 9.00 am to 02.00 pm. During this exposure based trip in RRF, they visited School Feeding Program, RRF Community Healthcare Program, Microfinance Program and RRF Formal School Named Barnamala Bidyapith Jessore. In the later part of their schedule, they visited RRF head office having Human Resource and Admin, Finance, Documentation and ICT activities. At the end after taking lunch at RRF Training and Resource Centre in Ramnagar of Jessore district, few RRF men showed a power presentation to help them to know about RRF and what actually RRF doing. At 2 o’clock in the afternoon the stepped out from RRF.

HABITAT National Director Glance a further deal with RRF

Mr. Jhon Armstrong, National Director of Habitat for Humanity of Bangladesh visited construction progress of GOAC and JOAC Funded Habitat program which being implemented by Rural Reconstruction Foundation/Infinny Union, Shatkhira at 20th January 2016. Mr. Abul Bashar, Sr. program Manager of Habitat for humanity Bangladesh along with him. During the trip, he ever saw new constructed building, toilet, bath house, deep tube well and also visit under constructed activity of JOAC and GOAC Funded Habitat Program. He talks with the beneficiary of this project. Afterward he also visited proposed project area at Tulbanya, Rampal, Bagerhat at 19th January 2016. He visits Fisherman society who is involved with fishing fish at Deep Sea. Mr. Abul Bashar, Sr. program Manager of Habitat for humanity Bangladesh also visit with National Director. Before field Visit RRF arrange a meeting with Rampal UNO and National Director of Habitat at UNO Office.
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